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CRITICAL STATE OF THE TRADE
I am often accused of having too
many stories in The Badge that
are “Doom & Gloom”.
Unfortunately, this edition, once again
highlights the critical state of the trade.
I strongly believe that we are
systematically being destroyed by the
policies being carried out by Transport
for London that affect our trade.

LACK OF COMPLIANCE
As you can see from the front
page, a couple of Saturday nights
ago, whilst working, I texted the
Head of Compliance regarding
the high numbers of touts
outside the Walkabout bar at
Temple.
I was flabbergasted by his reply which
you can read opposite (page 3).
What chance have we got in all
honesty when on a very busy Saturday
night a month before Christmas, there
are only a handful of officers to over-
see all 33 boroughs of London?

AGE LIMITS
LCDC Secretary Darryl Cox has
recently attended meetings
regarding the new Ultra Low
Emission Zone and discussed
the current ongoing consultation
taking place. 
The LCDC find it totally unacceptable
that a 10 year age limit should be
forced upon our trade when the
proposed zero emission vehicles have

not even been developed yet!
The fact is at present there are no
emission-compliant double decker buses
available for London, but TfL have not
applied the same criteria to them - once
again we have been singled out.

MERCEDES VITO RETURNS  
On a more positive note, we are
pleased to report that the
Mercedes Vito taxi will be back
on the market in January 2015. 
We recently visited the PENSO factory
that is responsible for the new RWS
being fitted and also met with
Mercedes management to discuss the
future for the Vito. They are very
confident that all the outstanding issues
regarding the RWS have been solved.
We sincerely hope this is the case as it
is vital for drivers to have a choice in
the market, especially after the news
that Nissan had pulled out of the
market.

CHRISTMAS GREETINGS
Myself and the Committee of the
LCDC would like to wish the
readers a very happy Christmas
and healthy and prosperous New
Year.
Any of you out there who feel as
strongly as we do about our trade, if
you are not already a member then
make a New Year resolution to join and
help us fight for our futures. 

Grant Davis

Editorial:

L.C.D.C
LEADERS 

NOT FOLLOWERS
JOIN TODAY: 

0207 394 5553
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LEON DANIELS - THIS IS
JUST NOT GOOD ENOUGH!
On the 2nd September

2012 we attended a
meeting at Palestra to
discuss the
implementation of the
Surface Integration
Programme (S.I.P). 
We were misled from the

beginning as to what the
implications really meant for
the Cab trade and the trade
have been paying a heavy
price ever since. First we were
told that “nothing was set in
stone and everything was up
for discussion” - only to find out
later that the policy had
already been implemented
before our next meeting was
scheduled.
We were told that under this

new Directorate the number of
Compliance officers available
to us would be in their
hundreds. This was a blatant
lie - what in fact happened was
that we lost some sixty
members of staff that led to all
sorts of problems that we all
know about, renewal licences
etc.
TFL were forced eventually to

employ temporarily staff to fill
the void and sort out all the
problems this original policy
caused.
The on-going saga regarding

the licensing of Uber, blatant
touting outside satellite offices,
companies such as Ride2.com
forming ranks on TfL double
red routes, the list is endless.
Two Saturdays ago whilst

working around midnight, I
noticed touts in high numbers
outside the Walkabout Bar at
Temple. I immediately sent a
text to the Head of night time
compliance at TfL and told him
to send any available staff to
the venue.
His reply was as follows:
“Hi Grant, unfortunately I`ve

only two teams out tonight.
Two officers are on an
Operation with the police and

the other two are in the
Camden area. All in all there
are only 4 officers, sorry”
Unfortunately for the trade,

the LCDC were the only trade
Organisation to oppose the
introduction of the SIP
programme and we are all now
paying the price for the trade’s
passive response.
The only solution to this

problem is the solution we
have put forward to TFL on
several occasions that licensed
taxis and private hire must
have our own department

within TFL. Between us we
pay some £18m a year in
licence fees and how this
money is spent should be
accountable down to the last
penny to the very people that
pay it. 
This programme was the

brainchild of Leon Daniels. It
has failed miserably to deliver
what he promised. Maybe
Leon should go back to driving
a bus and then he might see
exactly what is going on in our
City, it is like the Wild West out
there. 

‘Hi Grant, unfortunately I’ve
only two teams out tonight. 
Two officers are on an
Operation with the police and
the other two are in the
Camden area. All in all there are
only 4 officers, sorry’

TOP: LCDC suggest Leon goes back to driving a bus
ABOVE: How we reported on the chaos last year
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Boris Johnson appears to be

backing London's cabbies in

a row with his transport

chiefs over controversial 'taxi

apps'.
The mayor believes the
smartphones used minicab firm
Uber are 'effectively a meter'. If the
mayor is right, Uber drivers could
be breaking the law.
But Johnson's verdict contradicts
the view held by bosses at
Transport for London who granted

Uber a Private Hire licence.
The decision infuriated the black
cab trade and led to a series of
protests where cabbies blockaded
parts of central London
TfL wants the High Court to give a
ruling but the case has been
delayed by a decision by the
cabbies' union, the LTDA, to
launch a private prosecution
against four Uber drivers.
Boris Johnson said: “We've got to
sort this out because what you've
got is the Uber people using what I

think is effectively a meter because
you're reading from it the fare and
distance.If it's a meter then that
company is in breach of the act.
But the trouble is the initial advice
that TfL got was that it wasn't a
meter. and so we had to.
It doesn't matter if the calculation is
done in outer space as far as I'm
concerned, if it's there in the dial, if
the actual meter is there in the cab,
then that's a meter.
Anything that a human being
reads is a matter. But this is for the

courts determine.”
Uber Regional General Manager,
Jo Bertram, said: “Since launching
in London over two years ago,
hundreds of thousands of
Londoners have already
embraced Uber connecting them
to the safest, most reliable private
hire and taxi drivers in this great
city.
TfL has already looked at the Uber
app and found it to be compliant
with regulation, and we welcome
its decision to confirm their

interpretation - that Uber’s app,
installed on a driver’s smartphone,
is not a taximeter - in the High
Court.”

UBER DEBATE RAGES ON

Uber offered a woman £20 ($31)
credit after she reported being
sexually harassed during a journey in
London, it’s been revealed.

In an email exchange, the female passenger
first notified the company of the driver’s
misconduct saying: “Driver was very forward
and quite creepy. Asked me if I wanted him
to go down on me. Not cool.”
She received a reply from a marketing
manager who apologized for the “intrusive
experience” and said that their driver
operations manager was “already
investigating this with [the driver] and I can
assure you that the necessary actions will be
taken to avoid a similar incident in future”.
The email concluded by thanking the women
“for raising this with us - while painful to hear,
it's the best way for us to address any
incidents like this”.

However, the female passenger, dissatisfied
with this response, then wrote back with a
longer explanation of the incident, which took
place in March this year. She described how,
having initially got in the back of the cab the
driver invited her to sit in the front, which she
agreed to do, feeling car sick. He then
started asking about her relationship status
before using increasingly inappropriate
language:
“Towards the end of the journey he was
asking if I liked blow jobs, saying that he was
very good at going down on girls or giving
"sucky sucky" to girls and did I want him to
do it to me. He even suggested that he could
pull over into a side street and do it now if I
wanted, which was I think the scariest part of
the drive.”
She detailed how, as a woman alone in the
car, she felt very uncomfortable and if she
hadn’t trusted the Uber name she would

have got out the car. She concluded the
email: “I am aware that this kind of thing
becomes very much a he-said, she-said kind
of deal, but I did want to make you aware of it
as I feel that people really trust the Uber
name (as I do) and my trust was completely
violated. I am pretty relaxed and outgoing
and I feel that I can take care of myself, and if
I felt so uncomfortable I dread to think how a
more timid girl would have felt. I won't be
taking this any further but I do implore you to
take this quite seriously as I worry for other
women who could find themselves in a
similar situation.”
A different Uber marketing manager
responded by apologising again, saying that
they were “shocked” to hear of her
experience. The email then tried to assure
the woman that “while things like this should
definitely not happen in the first place, in the
unlikely event that they do occur we have the

full details of the driver, trip and rider on our
systems so that we can immediately
investigate any concerns raised.”
She went on to say that the trip had been
refunded and £20 had been credited to her
account “in hope that you will give us a
second chance”. The email was signed off:
“Sorry again for such an un-Uber
experience.”
The woman heard nothing more of the case
from Uber.  “We take all allegations incredibly
seriously,” an Uber spokesman said. “Any
driver who is accused of acting
inappropriately is suspended from the
platform while an investigation is undertaken.
We would of course refund a trip if an
incident had occurred or the rider was not
happy.” The company could not confirm that
the driver had been fired, only commenting
that the “driver in question is no longer on the
Uber platform”. 

Protesters have gathered in
numbers to protest against
the alleged rape of a female
passenger in Delhi

Uber's week of woes is continuing
with authorities in San Francisco
and Los Angeles taking legal
action against the internet-based
taxi firm. It has been banned from
operating in New Delhi following
the alleged rape by a driver of a
female passenger.
Meanwhile, a judge in Madrid has
ordered a temporary halt to the
service and Thai authorities say
the firm lacks proper registration
and insurance.
Uber is yet to comment on the
latest legal cases against it.
District attorneys in San Francisco
and Los Angeles claim Uber made
"untrue or misleading
representations" regarding the

quality of its own background
checks on drivers.
They also accuse the firm of:
• charging customers a one-dollar
"safe rides" fee without justification,
saying the money went to pay for
background checks
• using the Uber app to calculate
fares based on time and distance
without obtaining approval from a
California agency to do so
• conducting commercial
operations at California airports
without authorisation
• charging an "airport fee toll" to
customers even though drivers
were not paying the airport
An Uber driver in Delhi has
appeared in court accused of
raping a female passenger 
District attorneys are seeking an
injunction against Uber that could
see its drivers temporarily banned
from the two cities.

By contrast, rival firm Lyft has
reached a settlement with the same
district attorneys. It will submit its
app to the authorities for accuracy
checks as well as seeking
authorisation to operate in airports.
It will also pay civil penalties of
$500,000, half of which will be paid
within 30 days while the rest could
be waived if the firm complies with
the terms of the injunction.
Other US cities have also begun

legal action against Uber.
In Portland, Oregon, the firm is
being sued for failing to seek
consent on how it would be
regulated. Meanwhile, Max Tyler,
a Colorado state representative,
has questioned how it vets drivers,
alleging that the firm does not run
an FBI background check,
something which other taxi drivers
have to have. Its process of
recruiting new drivers is also being

looked at by authorities in New
Delhi after a driver, who was
previously accused of raping a
female passenger in 2011, was
cleared to drive for Uber. 
The driver has been arrested for
another alleged rape and
appeared in court on Monday. He
had obtained a reference from the
Delhi Police, but police
spokesman Rajan Bhagat told
Reuters that the certificate
appeared to be fake.
IIn a statement Uber said it would
work with the Indian government
to "establish clear background
checks currently absent in their
commercial transportation
licensing programmes".
It added that it would also partner
with women's safety groups and
"invest in technology advances to
help make New Delhi a safer city
for women".

Boris appears to back cabbies in Uber row

Uber woes deepen after arrest in Delhi over alleged rape

Woman offered £20 credit after sexual harassment
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LCDC member Mark
White recently began a
series of e-mails to TFL
on behalf of the club. 
He was trying to
determine how over the
last five years, TfL have
felt justified in revising
their interpretation of the
1998 Private Hire Act -
which now appears to
allow private hire more
flexibility over advance
bookings.

Thus, he sent the following e-
mail to Tom Moody of TFL.

"Dear Mr Moody,
Following our conversation this
week, at the LPHCA Show,
could you please read this
letter from the Minister of State
for Transport (London), Karen
Buck MP, and the quote from
Simon Buggey and explain to
me when the Law was
changed to allow you, as Head
of Policy and Service
Development, to interpret the
distinctions outlined by the
Minister and the Operator
Policy Manager to read so
differently that Private Hire
Vehicles can operate in the on-
demand Market without having
a licence that meets the
specific criteria?
In 2006, nearly 4 years later,
Simon Buggey, who up until
recently worked with you at
T&PH, said: “These are two
quite distinct requirements and
help to maintain the
fundamental difference
between the two trades. The
main reason for the superior
level of route finding skills
required from a licensed taxi
driver is the availability of the
taxi for immediate hiring from a
taxi rank or a street hail, which
means that, unlike a pre-
booked private hire vehicle,
there is little, or no time for the
driver to prepare for the
journey."
Up until recently, there were
two distinct Markets which both
had specific licences. However,
in recent years, companies in
the Taxi Trade have seen their
turnover halved because
Private Hire have been allowed

to encroach into our Market
place, supplying cars that do
not meet the Met. Conditions of
Fitness for Taxis being driven
by drivers whose Knowledge
would not satisfy the 
Could you clarify for me, when
the Law changed and when
Policy was re-written?

On 7 Oct 2014, at 13:01,
Thomas Moody replied:

Dear Mr White,
Thank you for your email sent
on 26 September 2014
regarding taxi and private hire
licensing in London. Apologies
in the delay getting back to
you.
The clear distinction between
taxi and PHVs includes the
requirement for PHVs to be
pre-booked through a
licensed operator at all times,
regardless of the means of
communication, and there is
nothing under the Private Hire
Vehicles (London) Act 1998
exempting operators from this
requirement. Whatever their
method of accepting private

hire bookings (mobile app,
online, telephone etc.)
licensed operators are
required to record the details
of the booking prior to the
commencement of the
journey. 
Having said the above I can
advise that there is no
reference in the Act or
associated operator
regulations, as to how far in
advance private hire bookings
must be recorded by licensed
operators, before the journey is
undertaken.
I can confirm that no changes
to taxi or private hire legislation
have been made that permits
private hire vehicles to play for
hire and that ALL licensed
private hire drivers (other than
those who are Licensed
London taxi drivers,
Professional London Tourist
Guides and individuals with a
relevant
Finally, I would like to
emphasise that TfL continues
to recognise, and defend, the
important distinction between
the services provided by taxis
and private hire vehicles.

On Tuesday, 7 October
2014, 13:48, Mark White
wrote:

Dear Mr Moody,
You see Thomas; I've asked a
lot of my customers, people in
the Trade and even people on
the London Assembly. It's not
when I can supply the vehicle
that is the issue; it's the
customer’s intention or desire
to hire one that is the question!
Most of the responses, if not
all, have agreed that they want
a vehicle 'there and then' or in
the 'here and now' as stated in
the Law Commission's work
and not as you and your
colleagues seem to be allowing
'pre-booked'. Do you not
agree?
In fact, I put this to former
Director of T&PH, John Mason,
just after he resigned and his
words were (on reading Karen
Buck's letter to me) that if this
were true (and it is-I still have
the hard copies and they were
originally sent to me via Steve
Pound, my MP), then all the
Apps operating in this way,

were breaking the Law!
Private Hire can only be
licensed for PREBOOKED
work. If Uber or Addison Lee,
Hailo or any other Operator
wishes to use an e-hailing App,
it needs to specify a pre-
determined time in the future
not 
Regards,
Mark White
(LCDC)

Mr. Moody replied:

Dear Mark,
TfL ensures that licensed
operators and drivers comply
with the Private Hire Vehicles
(London) Act 1998 and the
regulations made under it.
This legislation does not
prescribe how far in advance a
pre-booked journey is to be
made. It does however provide
that all private hire journeys
must be booked in advance
through a licensed private hire
operator and that certain
details are to be entered into
the operator’s booking records
before a journey commences.
Operators are not required to
record a destination before a
journey commences unless a
passenger specifies one at the
time of booking.
The power to make the PHV
operator regulations is now
vested in TfL, and we intend to
consult on potential revisions
to the regulations to provide
clarity and help ensure the
highest standards of public
safety and customer service
are maintained. More details of
that consultation will be
publicised in due course and
your participation in that
process is welcomed. 
Regards
Tom Moody

Mark replied:

Dear Thomas

Could you also confirm if "TfL's
position" is that of the Mayor,
Boris Johnson?
Regards,
Mark White

There was no reply from
Mr Moody.

WHO CHANGED PH LAW?

LCDC member Mark White TfL’s Thomas Moody
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In the November edition of
Callsign Magazine LTDA General
Secretary, Steve Mc Namara was
quoted saying “I think the new
NISSAN taxi will be very
popular… because it looks like a
taxi should. To design an Icon
isn’t easy, but to be fair they
seem to have done it”.
A week later, Nissan announced that
they had suspended plans to launch a
new London taxi amid doubts triggered
by plans for the Ultra-Low Emission
Zone.
The car giant said the plan had also
cast doubts over its development of an
advanced green electric model.
Nissan planned to firstly introduce a
petrol taxi, and then follow on with a
zero emission electric version, the year
after. But it said it was impossible to
finalise launch plans for the two taxis
until it knew the outcome of the
consultation that closes in January
2015.
Nissan fears regulation outlined in the
consultation, requiring all new taxis
registered in London to be zero
emission by 2018 meant its petrol
model would be obsolete in just three
years’ time. The NV200 had also cost
Nissan millions of pounds to develop.

Nissan also stated that until it knew the
requirements for new taxis under the
ULEZ such as the range needed for an
electric taxi and guidance on charging
points, it would have to suspend
development of its greener London taxi.

A Nissan spokesman said
“Nissan is a strong supporter or air
quality and Co2 reduction measures
and is encouraged to see to see the
recent consultation launched by the
Mayor’s office.”

They then went on to say that,
“However, if this were implemented then
our planned petrol taxi designed to meet
the challenging London standards
would be obsolete a few years after
introduction”

ULEZ PULLS PLUG ON NISSAN

The German government has
persuaded its EU partners to delay
introducing new limits on CO2
emissions from cars.
Environment ministers agreed to revise a
deal, reached in July, that set a limit of 95g
per km for the average car. That target for
CO2 emissions was to take effect in 2020.
But Germany, famous for its high-
performance cars, says the 95g limit should
not take full effect until 2024.
Green activists deplored the new delay as a
"shameful sop" to polluters.
A leading German Green Party MEP,
Rebecca Harms, accused Germany's
Chancellor Angela Merkel of "riding
roughshod" over the EU's democratic
process, because the 2020 agreement had
already been reached between the
European Parliament and the Council - the
EU ministerial grouping.
"Weakening the agreed 2020 limits, which
have long been known, is a shameful sop
to German car manufacturers and will slow
the development of new technologies to
deliver more efficient and less polluting
cars," Ms Harms said after the ministers'
vote.
Chancellor Merkel's conservative Christian
Democrats (CDU) are holding talks with the
Greens on Tuesday on the possibilities of

forming a coalition government. But many
analysts believe a "grand" coalition
between the CDU and the centre-left Social
Democrats (SPD) is more likely to emerge.

Call for 'flexibility'
The UK was among the countries that
supported the German environment
minister's position on Monday, German
ARD news reports.
The German minister, Peter Altmaier, said
"it's not a fight over principles but how we
bind the necessary clarity in climate
protection with the required flexibility and
competitiveness to protect the car industry
in Europe".
Correspondents say there has been
intense lobbying by luxury carmakers such
as BMW and Daimler, maker of Mercedes,
over the EU legislation.
The emissions limits are part of the EU's
drive to switch Europe to a low-carbon
economy and slow the impact of climate
change. There is also widespread concern
about other pollutants from car exhausts.
In a new report, the European Environment
Agency (EEA) says more than 90% of
European city dwellers are exposed to the
most harmful particles in air pollution - PM
and O3. Often the particles are transported
for long distances across borders, it says.

Under the German proposal, the 95g target
for CO2 would be phased in - it would apply
to 80% of cars by 2020, and then to all by
2024.
The ministers' backing for Germany means
a revised plan will now be negotiated with
MEPs and the European Commission, and
a deal may not be reached until after the

May 2014 European elections.
EU Climate Commissioner Connie
Hedegaard said she was disappointed and
rejected the German proposal, Reuters
news agency reported.
Critics say the delay will undermine
investment in greener alternatives, like
electric cars and more fuel-efficient engines.

Germany delays car emission limits to 2024
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THE LCDC has been working
hard to bring another major
benefit to our members, and
we’re delighted to announce
the launch of Badge Assist.

Launched in conjunction with
Cricklewood Carriers, the scheme
will ensure that LCDC members in
a non fault accident do not have
to pay excess, can choose their
repairer, and get a plated cab on
the same day, where possible.

Along with a handful of other
benefits, being a member of the
LCDC for just 50p a day may be a
New Year resolution you just
can’t afford not to keep!

Badge Assist -
Your Insurer

In the event of a non fault accident
we can supply:

CONTACT DETAILS
Email :
info@cricklewoodcarriers.co.uk

TEL: 020 8452 5461

Mobile: 07866 0 07866

Office hours:
Monday – Friday 08.00 – 17.30
Saturday 08.00 – 12.00

Badge Assist, a new service set up and
backed by “The Badge” in conjunction
with Cricklewood Carriers, is now
offering a complete accident
management service, all non-fault
accidents for members of the LCDC,
who can now qualify for an accident
management solution without losing
your no claims bonus. You will not have
to pay for any services provided and
benefit from 100% no win no fee if

required for any personal injury
claims.**

1.  What is Badge Assist (BA)?

Badge Assist is a one stop solution
tailored specifically for the London Taxi
Driver to keep you on the road. We offer
an exclusive credit repair service and
credit hire service,  to non-fault accident
victims. We will arrange for repairs to be
carried out at Cricklewood Carriers.
Since quality repairs take time we offer
you a like for like replacement vehicle to
use for the whole time your car is being
repaired. We will then manage and
monitor the repairs throughout the
whole process.

2.  What is the benefit of using 
Badge Assist?

If you are involved in a non fault
accident we will arrange for your vehicle
to be repaired at Cricklewood Carriers
and deliver you a replacement Cab to
use the same day where possible.

Badge Assist can answer any queries
you may have. Our account managers

aim to build a trusting relationship with
every customer, like you, to ensure you
are kept thoroughly updated. We also
operate a facility whereby you will be
able to log in and track the progress of
every single claim via your own
computer.

3.  Who are 
Cricklewood Carriers?

Cricklewood Carriers Cab Company has
been in business for over 30 years. We
are one of the oldest and most
established London Taxi garages. In
that time we've built up a reputation for
honesty, reliability and a focus on
customer satisfaction. Our customer
service is second to none

4. Why Cricklewood Carriers / 
Badge Assist?

For starters, 10 reasons...
- 24 hour breakdown and 
recovery
- Get-you-home cover as standard
- Replacement cab if you break-down
- Weekly system check
- Full valet service on all cabs

LCDC LAUNCH

BADGE ASSIST

✓ A plated cab the same day 
where possible          

✓ No Excess or any other 
costs

✓ You can choose your 
repairer

✓ We get quotes/write off 
values for you

✓ We handle all the paperwork

✓ Expert Solicitor appointed

OTHER INSURERS

✗ A small courtesy car, but 
only if available

✗ You pay your Excess

✗ They choose the repairer

✗ You provide multiple 
estimates

✗ You run around, sorting 
things

✗ They instruct their own 
solicitor
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- Wide selection of cabs to choose from
- Wide range of colours with no adverts
- Wide range of models and ages
- TX1, TX2, TX4, Fairway
- Full flat or half flat
- Double Teams

With all this as standard, and a wide
selection of models to choose from, you
can see why so many cab drivers make
us their first choice for cab rentals.
For the discerning cab driver, we have
brand new Silver Spec TX4's in metallic
colours with no adverts.
We are full members of the LMCPA
(Originally known as “The Masters”)

5.  How much does this cost? 

You will be required to enter into a hire
agreement but all these charges will be
paid by the at fault party. You will not even
need to pay a deposit!
We believe strongly that if your drivers are
not to blame for their accidents then they
shouldn’t be left out of pocket.
Unfortunately this isn’t the way most
insurers think, as many drivers are left
with an inferior replacement vehicle,
having to pay their excess, or being
charged for higher premiums.

With Badge Assist the financial benefits to
your drivers are clear: they don’t need pay
anything towards any part of the entire
process. The costs are absorbed by the
insurer of the other driver who was at fault
for the accident. So your driver can have
their vehicle collected and repaired, while
they drive a like-for like replacement
vehicle, at no cost to them what so ever,
meaning their income is not affected.

6.  Will this affect 
my insurance?

By using Badge Assist you will not have
to pay your Excess and your No Claims
Bonus should not be affected.

7.  Where do I collect the 
replacement vehicle from?

If your cab is driveable you can drop
your cab to Cricklewood Carriers they
will already have a replacement vehicle
waiting for you.

8.  What if my Cab is 
not roadworthy?

We will arrange recovery of your vehicle

and deliver you a replacement vehicle
to wherever is most convenient. We will
arrange for repairs to be carried out with
an exclusive Badge Assist 2 year
warranty on all repairs. Since quality
repairs take time we offer you a like for
like replacement vehicle to use for the
whole time your car is being repaired.
We will then manage and monitor the
repairs throughout the whole process.

9.  What if I wish to use 
my own garage?

You can do this but Cricklewood offer a
two year warranty on all repairs to give
you total peace of mind.

10.  Who insures the 
replacement vehicle?

The hire vehicle comes fully insured
with a nil excess (conditions apply)

11.  Can my drivers claim if 
the accident is their fault?

Countless drivers believe we cannot
help with fault accidents, when in actual
fact they may not be completely at fault

for the accident. You may be able to
benefit from Split Liability in the event of
any accident, as we may be able to help
your drivers with some of our services.

12.  What if I am injured 
along with any of my 
passengers? 

If you have been hurt through no fault of your
own we can get our expert Solicitors to help
you claim the compensation you deserve. All
claims are run on a 100% no-win, no-fee*
basis and you will never be asked for any
money to start your claim. If you don’t win
your case, you won’t pay a penny.
And remember, passengers are also
entitled to seek compensation regardless
of whether the driver is at fault or not.

13.  Finally, is there anything 
further you would like to 
add or a message to our 
drivers?

Lastly thank you for taking the time to
look at our new venture with Badge
Assist, we are truly passionate about
the service and tools we can provide to
the trade and overall empower our
members and drivers to benefit from the
extra services we can now supply.
In the event of an accident we all reach
for the phone and call our insurance
companies, if it is not your fault, then
don’t call them, call us. Not only are you
guaranteed a replacement plated,
metered cab, a repairer that cares and
stands by the work provided with 2
years full warranty. With the added
benefit of no loss of earnings and a
protected no claims bonus. 
We aim to take the inconvenience and
the costs away from accidents that are
not your fault. Knowing now that you
don’t have to lose out if an accident
occurs or if you need any advice feel
free to call our Badge Assist team.  

Disclaimer **

** Subject to insurance costs. Fee
payable if case not pursued at client’s
request

† No Claims Bonus protection is not
guaranteed in all cases. Customer are
to check their insurance policy for
details

BADGE ASSIST
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I've been a Green badge for nearly
two years now - like  you I sweated
blood and tears to get there and feel
proud to be part of the best cab
drivers in the world.
We find ourselves at a pivotal moment in

the trade’s history, attacked by all sides and
even our own licensing authority. We are
the best but that doesn't mean we can't
improve, the competition has improved
massively since the old days of a back
street minicab office with a flashing yellow
light and a driver who looked like an extra
from a zombie movie,  the vehicles are
clean and for that so are the drivers and
Credit card payments are always
acceptable. I believe that to survive we must
offer Credit cards in ALL cabs, yes
compulsory. I can hear you spitting out your
tea whilst reading this saying "it's a bleedin
butterboy" and  yes that's true but it’s the
future whether we like it or not. I would like
to see a chip and pin terminal with
contactless and oyster accepted with NO
added % or as small as possible - this
would be paid for by partly by TFL and an
increase in our licence renewal fee. I believe
not accepting cards is costing us many

many jobs as customers have constantly
told me. I know lots of cabs do accept cards
but rather than flag one down to be told no
and then get moaned at by the driver, the
customer finds it easier to avoid that
scenario and use a minicab, another job
lost.
Brooming, another major problem within

our trade - I have never refused a job - if my
lights on I’ll take you there even if it’s my last
one and it’s going the wrong way. It may be
a minority but the drivers who plot up outside
stations, lights off, interviewing people before
letting them in, are the same ones who
moan about touting. This practice is just
plain wrong and reflects badly on our trade.

So it’s make or break time, we have to up
our game and give no ammunition to our
enemies, so please accept cards and take
down your CASH ONLY sticker, don't dress
like a hobo and help with luggage. We are
in a fight for survival and if you’re not part of
the solution you’re part of the problem
@Dean_Trench

‘WE HAVE TO UP OUR
GAME TO SURVIVE’
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Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a
single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab
Drivers’ Club Ltd,” with today’s date, for £56.67, and two post-dated
cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,
The London Cab Drivers’ Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2
Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 
100 Clements Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above
information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the
terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 
matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare that
I have no outstanding PCO or police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2
TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK
LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 
until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 
until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS’ CLUB LTD, 
Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG
Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

AS AN L.C.D.C
MEMBER YOU 
WILL RECEIVE:

� 24 HOUR DUTY 
SOLICITOR  
EXCLUSIVE TO THE 
CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor 
hotline membership card.
Peace of mind 24 hrs of 
the day.

� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City 
Of London based solicitors 
and barristers, experts in 
Hackney Carriage and 
road traffic law.

� COMPLAINTS
AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC,
we will deal with any 
complaint that has been 
made against you by
members of the public.
Also we will attend the
LTPH with you on any
personal appeals that 

would affect your licence.

� HEATHROW 
AIRPORT 
REPRESENTATION
With our reps at the airport 
working hard on the 
trade’s behalf for a fairer, 
and more safer future
at Heathrow.

� RANKS 
AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint 
Ranks committee, working 
hard for more ranks and 
more access for the taxi 
trade in London.

� CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the 
office for any information
or up to the date news on 

any trade related subject.

JUST £3
per month

Join over the
phone - just call
and we’ll take
your payment

details* £12 per month is tax deductible
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LCDC
Exclusive
Travel
Insurance
Once again the Club
have pulled it off. 
A travel insurance
scheme for all readers
of The Badge at a price
to snap up. 

For more information call: 0203 327 0555 / www.asuaonline.com/LCDC
or Email: thelcdc@gmail.com for full details of rates and cover. Arranged through ASUA LTD. who are authorized and regulated by the FCA No. 308488

Cancellation: £5,000
Medical: £10,000,000
Baggage: £2000

� Airline failure
� Travel 

& Accommodation failure
� Delayed baggage

PLUS PLUS optional:
� Winter sports
� Golf cover
� Wedding cover

COVER SAMPLE

EUROPE
17 days single trip - £17.96
CHANNEL ISLES
17 days single trip - £9.24
EUROPE FAMILY ANNUAL - £60.75
WORLDWIDE FAMILY ANNUAL - £70.44
Optional cover attracts additional premium

SAMPLE RATES
INCLUDING TAXES

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

UP TO 65 YEARS OF AGE

DEATH £60,000

DEATH OF SPOUSE £50,000

TOTAL DISABLEMENT £50,000

TEMP DISABLEMENT  £300 Per Week

HOSPITALISATION      £400 Per Week

PERSONAL ACCIDENT & SICKNESS SCHEME

INTERESTED? CALL 0203 327 0555

WE ALSO
COVER

KNOWLEDGE
STUDENTS
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When Darren Curtis first
contacted the Club about
lobbying his MP, he feared that
he would not be able to get his
thoughts over well enough by
writing to him.
So the LCDC offered to liaise with

Hannah Chalmers at the local
surgery and briefed her with
statistics from the recent
Compliance meeting with TfL. 
On the 31st October, when

Darren invited the experienced
politician to join him out on the
streets to see London for himself,
Simon jumped at the chance to
see the capital late at night through
the eyes of his Taxi Driving
constituent.
On Friday, the 21st of November,

Darren Curtis of the London Cab
Drivers Club, picked up the
Minister of Justice, Simon Hughes,
from his Bermondsey home at
Midnight and his colleague Damien
O'Brien, from the local Liberal
Democrat group in Southwark, and
drove over London Bridge to see
the lack of enforcement and an
epidemic that could best be
described as 'Corporate Touting'.
PH drivers waited, lined up in cars

outside bars and venues, for
prospective passengers as Darren
pointed out touts from One New
Change, showed Simon the cars

parked outside Revolution,
described the problems with the
Rank at Forge (which is the New
Abacus) explaining how far away
from the door it was and then
headed to Smiths/Fabrics via a
network of back streets and
alleyways where touts lurked,
many of them wearing the blue Hi-
Viz jackets of RD2-the 'Corporation
of Touts'!
Whilst driving to Smithfield,

Darren explained to Simon the
licensing system of PH and how
the MP would recognise Mini Cabs
by the Lime Green Roundels in the
windscreen. Simon Hughes was

visibly shocked when he realised
the amount of cars parked up
outside the Meat Market in the
loading bays as Darren told him
there were now over 70,000
Licensed Private Hire Drivers, with
more being added weekly. 
Simon made copious amounts of

notes as he chatted to his
colleague Damien, the shadow
Transport Committee Member in
Southwark. The stark reality of the
lack of enforcement really began to
sink in, as Simon saw the lack of
Policing on the streets of London,
with hardly any Police Officers
visible and a complete lack of

Enforcement from TfL's own unit
'Cab Enforcement.' In fact, Darren
drove the Minister from
Bermondsey via the City thru
Holborn and Covent Garden
before seeing the first two Coppers
in Soho! Another Unit were around
the next corner carrying out what
looked like Special Operation but
the very thin blue line failed to
show itself again all the way to
Clapham High Street.
Cab Enforcement were non-

existent throughout the evening as
is evidenced by what happened
the night after: LCDC Chairman
Grant Davis was sent this reply to a

text that he had sent to Cab
Enforcement trying to warn them of
touting in operation. This is the
reply he got:

"Hi Grant, unfortunately I've only
two teams out tonight. Two officers
are on a operation with the Police
and the others two are in the
Camden area. All and all there are
only 4 officers, sorry."
Both Darren Curtis and the LCDC

are very grateful for the time Simon
Hughes and Damien O'Brien of the
LibDems gave up at the end of a
very long day. We look forward to
hearing their responses on the
issue.

LCDC TOUT TOUR FOR MP HUGHES
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BORIS – ARE 
FRIENDS ELECTRIC?
We have all received THE letter from TFL
with regard to the Ultra Low Emission
Zone (ULEZ) Consultation. 
For an intelligent man Boris, you can do
some quite stupid things.
There are three main concerns for our trade
in these proposals. The first is that all new
taxis must be zero emission “capable”
(ZEC) from 2018. The second is that taxis
will be exempt from the daily charge for not
meeting the ULEZ standards. The third is
that any taxis that are not ZEC will have their
age limit reduced to ten years from 2018.
So let’s see what Boris and his one of his
little helpers, Michele Dix, has done here.
Neither of the current manufacturers
appears to have any plans in the pipe at the
moment for creating a vehicle that will
comply with this zero emission standard.
Both LTI and KPM have gone skint since
the introduction of the fifteen year limit. Hope
for the appearance of new players appears
to have evaporated. Nissan appear to have
got fed up with trying to get their vehicle
passed and have closed their showroom in
the Docks before it ever opened. Metro are
still trying to find funding and the Karzi cab
appears to have been flushed.
What Boris has done is a double whammy
to the existing suppliers. On the one hand
he is saying that they must invest in the
research and development of a new engine
and at the same time he is starving them of
funds by putting drivers off of buying a new
cab. If I buy a new cab today, it is gone in 10
years but if I buy a ZEC cab, I can have it for
15 years. This creates a dilemma of should I
buy now or wait for one that will have fifteen
years.
My cab is 4.5 years old.  Overnight on 31st
December 2017, it will go from being good
for another 7.5 years ( the basis on which I
bought it) to only 2.5 years. What incentive
does that give us to buy new cabs? If  we
don’t buy new cabs, what incentive is there
for the manufacturers to tool up a new
engine?

DON’T PANIC, BORIS 
IS HELPING US BUY 
NEW VEHICLES

Wait a minute though, Boris is going to
create a fund of £500 million to assist us
to buy this new fleet of ZEC taxis that
don’t actually exist yet. Well whoopy
doo! That’s the same as he is giving for
new fire engines and the same as a
handful of new hydrogen buses.
Now always assuming there are such XEC
vehicles to buy, which there isn’t any current
prospect of, how much is £500 million going
to help? Current price for a new taxi is

around an average of £40,000. Let’s be
optimistic and say a XEC taxi is only going
to cost a mere £50,000 or so. So, the Boris
Fund will buy around 1,000 new taxis. That
only leaves us to find another £12 billion or
so to replace the rest over ten years.
That’s £12 billion that has to be put on the
fare tariff and that the travelling public will
have to pay for. TFL are already doing a fine
job of trying to destroy the taxi service in
London. This plan will make sure we join red
phone boxes, coppers walking the streets
and little lads stuffed up chimneys.

Twenty years from now, people will
reminisce about the days when you could
put your hand up in the street and hail a taxi
with a driver that knew what he was doing.
Ah, the good old days!
BORIS.... IT AIN’T DO-ABLE!!!!!!
FREE PARKING
Seeing as how it’s Christmas, let’s suspend
logic and pretend that there really are fairy
godmothers and they wave their wands and
give us a fleet of 24,000 XEC taxis. Next
problem Boris – where the !**&! are we
going to charge them?
A driver is not going to be able to drive in
and out of the suburbs and do a full shift,
without charging an electric cab battery at
some point, far less “doubled” cabs. Are TFL
going to provide 10,000 charging points with
bays for taxis only? If so, how are they going
to ensure that ordinary vehicles are not
parked in them?
There will be thousands of cabs daily parked
up in the streets and on red routes, etc

where drivers have run out of charge in the
hope of finding a charging point. Even if they
find one, will it work? Currently, more than
50% of existing charging points are out of
working order on a daily basis.

HAVE SOME SENSE BORIS!
We all want cleaner air but be realistic.
Let’s have change but sensible change. 
Don’t just keep punishing cab drivers for
using the vehicles that TFL force us to use,
by making these changes retrospective. You
forced us to buy these vehicles Boris so the
least you can do is honour the fifteen years
we expected to get from the vehicles
As for the future, many hybrids are getting
up to 100mpg and the beauty of it is that
they already exist. They also presumably
meet the requirement of being ZEC
Don’t wait until 2018 Boris and then find we
have no ZEC taxis to be bought. You have a
review of the Conditions Of Fitness (COF)
coming up in 2016. Bring it forward man and
remove the turning circle requirement.
There are already MPV/vans being adapted
and used up and down the country as taxis,
that could be made ZEC if they aren’t
already, rather than hope a manufacturer will
turn up offering the kind of vehicle you want
used as a taxi in London.
While you’re about reviewing the COF Boris,
there are a couple of new ones you should
introduce. First, bring in fair rules for disabled
access. PHVs carry a far greater number of
disabled passengers than taxis and yet
there is no compulsion on PHVs to have
any disabled access, whereas the taxi fleet

has to be 100% compliant. You are
effectively forcing the taxi fleet to subsidise
the PH fleet and operate under unfair
competitive conditions. Either relax the
100% rule on the taxi fleet, or make the PH
fleet at least 20% compliant, in line with the
current percentage of disabled PH
customers.
Secondly, opening up the taxi fleet to a
range of vehicles would damage our
“identity”, so bring in a new COF that all
new, AND ONLY NEW, taxis must be black,
and non-liveried. While you’re about it, ban
all new PHVs from being black in colour or
any other dark colour that could be mistaken
for black.
This would produce a “cleaner” fleet without
significantly increasing fares and over time
would effectively reduce them as the capital
and running costs of the fleet would reduce.
Nor would current proprietors necessarily be
punished financially. A hybrid vehicle option
could be available within a very short time.
The new vehicle requirement could be
brought in much more quickly and make
XEC a COF so that no new non XEC
compliant vehicles can be licensed. The
gains could be used to allow the 15 year
age limit to be maintained across the
existing fleet.
TFL.... still not fit for purpose but doing a
blinding job of destroying the world’s finest
taxi service!

FRAUD TRIAL RESULT
Last month I wrote about the trial of the
four people who tried to defraud my
insurers and me out of £27,000 six years
ago when a minicab driver reversed into
my cab. 
It came to trial at Croydon Crown Court in
September.  All four – three claimants and a
false witness were found guilty and
sentencing was carried out on 27
November.
The witness, Mr Akbar, won a 2.5 year
holiday, full board and lodging, courtesy of
Her Maj. The Trip Advisor reviews don’t look
too promising.
The three claimants were all for from the
same family so it’s going to be a quiet Xmas
in the Ahmed household. One got a
suspended two-year sentence, plus a
compulsory work order and has to pay
compensation. The other two went away for
3.5 years each.
On the bright side, that’s at least two PH
drivers off the road for a while. No doubt
though, they’ll get their licences back when
they get out.

A Merry Christmas to one and all and
a happy, prosperous and wealthy
New Year . It can only get better.......
can’t it?

Walker on the March....
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Just when you thought it was safe,
David Mellor gets in the cab. I hated
this story about him abusing the
cabbie.
It made me buy the paper, yes, and it made

him look like a fool but we all know some of
the best conversations take place in cabs

and we wouldn't want that to stop. People
can be honest and say what they feel. I say
things I would never think of saying on my
show. Have I got to worry about being taped
now?
You ain't got to agree with me. In fact it's

better when you don't. I love the banter. 
Yeah, I know he was being rude and

obnoxious but taping him, really? 
Tell him to get out, tell him to leave his wife,

tell him he's a bleep. Record to protect
yourself, if you think there is a danger but  I
am really not sure about this story. And
anyway there were too many uber mentions.
------------------------------
Robin Van Persie decided the best

way to honour his former club
Arsenal, was to abstain from playing. 
That can be the only thing that justified - the

amazing fact - he only touched the ball 13
times during the defeat at the hands of the
mighty Manchester United. In fact, apparently
one of the ball boys made a greater
contribution. Must be Groundhog Day for
Gunners supporters. Again so close and
yet....... It will be fascinating (when Arsene
does finally hang up the overly large coat) to
see whether his achievement was to keep
them competitive at all.
------------------------------
I have been getting some stick for

the fact that I am in the trailer for the

new Paddington Bear film. When I
took the kids to watch it, they
reminded me of their mum when they
shouted "is that it?" 
Talking of the Mrs, another huge argument

in Nestor Towers. This time over Christmas
lists. She wants our 5 year old to be able to
choose what he wants for crimbo. I put my

foot down and said NO, after all, I am the
man. Yeah right!!! One of the things he put
down was an iPhone. God help us.
Just done this story about a woman being

asked to cover up because she was breast
feeding in Clarridges. Fascinating how
everybody had something to say... Mostly
blokes. 

EDDIE NESTOR 
BBC London 94.9
Drivetime: Weekdays 5-7pm 
Call: 0207 224 2000

Weekly Podcasts
UK Black
Manchester United Redcast

Here's my Xmas pic for you of me and Idris Elba. Two Hackney Sex Gods. Have a goodun x

The good, the bad & the ugly
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HAL REFUSE TO COLLECT
FUNDS FOR ADVERTISING
When the taxi trade organisations
met Heathrow Ltd.(HAL) in
November there was a great deal
of discussion of the need to raise
funds for the purpose of
advertising and promoting
Heathrow’s taxi services. 
However, HAL carefully explained
that it would not meet the trade ’s
request to raise funding via a new
compulsory levy to be paid as part of
the gate money. Although HAL
management did not openly admit as
much, there’s no doubt that HAL
learned a lot about the taxi trade
when HALTS went into liquidation in
2013. Understandably, HAL has now
confirmed that it does not wish to act
as a collector of funds for any new
taxi trade project. 
In 2015, the Heathrow gate money is
to be reduced from £5.22 to £3.38.
This good news is undoubtedly due
to new regulations covering what
HAL may recover in charges for the
services it provides for businesses
that operate within the airport’s
boundary. Since April 2014,
economic regulation of Heathrow
Airport has been governed by the
Civil Aviation Act (2012). Under this
new Act, operators of all major UK
airports have to be licensed by the
CAA. From the taxi trade’s
perspective, HAL is obliged under
the terms of its airport operator’s
licence to satisfy the CAA that
charges for use of the taxi feeder
park and related facilities are kept to
an absolute minimum. 

HEATHROW POLICE 
AND MINICABS 
One year ago a House of Commons
Public Administration Committee
investigated complaints that official
crime statistics are regularly altered
by UK police forces. The aim of the
culprits is to make their crime
prevention abilities and records
appear to be better than they actually
are. The Committee listened to
evidence from both retired and
serving police officers and had no
choice other than to conclude that
crime figures are routinely doctored
so that hundreds of offences never
reach the record books. 
Streetwise taxi drivers would not be
shocked by the suggestion that
manipulation of police statistics on

the number of offences committed by
minicab drivers at Heathrow is
routinely carried out on a wide scale.
Every day of the week minicab
drivers can be seen operating illegal
meet and greet services on the set
down areas outside Heathrow’s
passenger terminals. So what is
Heathrow police station doing about
all this criminal activity ? Crime
figures obtained exclusively by the
LCDC’s Heathrow reps show that
minicab drivers who illegally pick up
passengers on the forecourts are
only prosecuted at the feeble rate of
one offender every three days. The
hundreds of minicabs who commit
offences at Heathrow have very little
to fear from enforcement action.
Regular offenders are fully aware
that their victims are reluctant to go
through the time consuming process
of making statements to Heathrow
police. This suits the police for the
simple reason that without evidence
from the victims of minicab drivers,
the police can easily reduce the
number of incidents that have to be
recorded. The cost of policing
Heathrow is over £36 million per
year. Not surprisingly, the police aim
to produce facts and figures to show
that minicab crime isn’t a major
problem at Heathrow and the effect
of the under recording hits the
licensed taxi trade very hard. It
means that as long as the senior
officers of the MPS Heathrow can
keep minicab crime figures artificially
low, the figures can be used to
determine that only a handful of
officers and other law enforcers need
to be employed to combat the touts
in the terminals and the meeters and
greeters on Heathrow’s forecourts.
As already pointed out, Heathrow
police seem to have decided to cap
the prosecution of minicab drivers at
the rate of one every three days ; but
if the police genuinely wanted to ‘
make a difference’ both inside and
outside the passenger terminals, the
number of law enforcers would have
to be quadrupled. 

TAXI MARSHALS 
Last September the LCDC
discovered that the taxi marshals
have made a private agreement with
Heathrow police. The LCDC was
alerted to this unusual situation by an
e-mail from the Regulatory Policy
Group at the CAA. At the time of

writing this article, the drivers who
claim to be in charge of the
marshalling scheme have failed to
respond to requests for information
about the alleged arrangement.
Readers of The Badge don’t have to
be told that the LCDC is asking
difficult questions about why the
marshals are working without pay on
anti-tout duties in the terminals, when
last year Heathrow Police collected
£36 million for looking after the
airport. Given that police receive £3
million per month for their services,
what would be wrong with the taxi
trade organisations asking the police
to pay £10,000 a month for all the
man hours that forty-six taxi
marshals spend on anti-tout duties ?
A new source of income is badly
needed to promote licensed taxi
services at Heathrow, so why
shouldn’t the taxi marshalling
scheme become a revenue stream
for the taxi trade ? The LCDC has
been probing into the policing costs
at Heathrow since last April and the
more we probe the more we realise
that the taxi marshals should be paid
an hourly rate for their services. Our
critics claim that the financial figures
we’ve come up with are figures that
are available in public domain, but as
usual our critics are talking rubbish.
So far, the information the LCDC has
coaxed out of the Metropolitan Police
Service, is information that the police
seem reluctant to disclose . The taxi
trade already knows that an element
of the gate money goes to Heathrow
police even if we don’t know the
actual amount of our annual
contribution. The LCDC is looking
into the possibility that the taxi
marshals have privately agreed to
side with the police in any disputes
over police failure to take effective
action against the hoards of minicabs
who commit offences at Heathrow.
All taxi drivers who pick up and set
down on the passenger terminals
can see that the police are doing
very little to stop the illegal activities
of the PH fraternity. The LCDC

believes the taxi marshalling scheme
may have started off with good
intentions, but in its present form the
scheme can hardly be described as
an asset to the taxi trade. A new
scheme is needed and it’s got to
recruit ambassadors who are willing
to spend their time in the terminals
encouraging travellers to use
licensed taxis. The trade can’t afford
to take on reps who are only
interested in lounging around in the
airport’s Costa Coffee shops. 

PROPOSALS FOR A 
CODE OF CONDUCT 
The LCDC maintains that Heathrow
trade reps who deem themselves to
be beyond the scope of the feeder
park byelaws should automatically
be disqualified from taking part in
plans for a new Code of Conduct.
Ordinary drivers have heard about
plans to set up a disciplinary
committee and are already asking,
“Who will guard the guards ? ”. The
LCDC agrees that taxi drivers who
fail to demonstrate the standard of
professionalism required of them at
Heathrow need to be weeded out.
But at the same time the trade must
not allow illegal disciplinary rules to
artificially gain the force of law. A
London taxi driver working at
Heathrow who doesn’t play the game
cannot easily be deprived of any
services, facilities or benefits that
HAL the airport operator is required
by statute to make available to him.
Comparisons are being made
between how drivers are regulated at
Heathrow and at London’s main rail
stations. However, it’s not a fair
comparison, because train operating
companies in London have special
powers of expulsion granted to them
under the London Cab and Stage
Carriage Act of 1907. Train
companies can expel a taxi driver
who breaches a station’s regulations,
but absolutely nothing in the Airports
Act 1986, gives HAL similar or
equivalent powers to deal with
troublemakers. 

Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”
L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP



Vito Taxi Club
We Vito taxi owners all know that

we drive the best vehicle
for the job. No other cab

compares with the quality,
comfort, and performance as

far as we are concerned.

MB is listening to, and learning
from the owners and drivers.

R/steer upgrades coming soon.

We help resolve the 
owner’s issues.

We have set up an email address
at MBHQ for owners to

communicate with MB directly
(politely of course)

vitotaxi@daimler.com
Our genuine MB parts discount

deal is great value for our
club members.

We aim to obtain group buying
discounts with all products

where possible.

Join us Mike & Paul
www.vitotaxiclub.org
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Alan’s Angle

As you may already know,
the Mayor of London has
commissioned a New Year’s
Eve fireworks display to
take place around the
London Eye. 
This will follow a similar format
to previous years with music,
a countdown as midnight
approaches, followed by a
ten-minute fireworks display at
midnight.
Please remind your guests
that there will be large crowds
in London on New Year’s Eve
and
to plan their journeys
accordingly, allowing plenty of
time to reach their destination.
On New Year’s Eve there will
be several measures in place
to ensure the safety of all
visitors
to London and these will affect
all types of transport in the
city.
Road Closures on 
31 December
If safe to do so, police may

allow residential vehicular
traffic through road closure
points so you can access
your property. However,
due to large crowds and
public safety concerns,
vehicles will not be able to
access Whitehall, York
Road, Belvedere Road,
Victoria
Embankment, Whitehall
Place and any roads
leading south of the Strand
or Fleet Street.
Road closures will remain
in place until 6am on New
Year’s Day, however,
where possible
and safe to do so roads will
re-open earlier. Please also
be aware that the roads on
the map
below will not reopen until
6pm on 1 January due to
the London New Year’s
Day Parade.
More information regarding
this event can be found
online at www.lnydp.com

Victoria Station – Christmas and
New Year Marshalling Dates

The late night marshalled taxi rank trial at Victoria Station has been extended. 
The times when the rank is marshalled remain the same, 00:00 (midnight) to 04:00, 
and the dates when the late night taxi rank will be marshalled over Christmas and the
New Year are highlighted in green in the table below. 
Taxi drivers are only permitted to make the left turn from Buckingham Palace Road into
Terminus Place when the rank is marshalled. 
Taxi drivers making the left turn when the marshals are not present may be issued with
a Penalty Charge Notice (PCN). 

Day Date 00:00-01:00 01:00-02:00 02:00-03:00 03:00-04:00
Monday 22/12/14 Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling
Tuesday 23/12/14 Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling
Wednesday 24/12/14 Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling
Thursday 25/12/14
Friday 26/12/14
Saturday 27/12/14
Sunday 28/12/14 Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling
Monday 29/12/14 Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling
Tuesday 30/12/14 Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling
Wednesday 31/12/14 Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling
Thursday 01/01/15
Friday 02/01/15
Saturday 03/01/15 Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling
Sunday 04/01/15 Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling Marshalling

For more information about the late night marshalled taxi rank trial at Victoria Station 
please see TPH Notice 09/14.

London New
Year’s Eve

Fireworks 2014

ROAD CLOSURES ON DECEMBER 31 NEW YEAR’S DAY TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT PLAN
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The current burning
issue, on the amateur
boxing home front, is
the matter of safety in
junior boxing.
Remember there is a
growing movement for
England’s amateur
boxing clubs to break
away from the official
governing body,
England Boxing, as
the official governing
body now appear to
only represent the 50
funded boxers who
train at Sheffield and who compete in
international tournaments.  
England’s ruling body, a body that was
voted out by the regions that make up and
run amateur boxing in England, but who
managed to stay in power, by ignoring the
vote and creeping off to AIBA, the world
governing body, giving up England’s
autonomy in total, having AIBA’s
international rules being imposed, in full, at

domestic level, in turn for AIBA stating
that, unless, the voted out officials,
remained in power, England would be
banned from amateur boxing, at all
levels, grass roots to international
competition, this has left England
lumbered with rules designed for
international competition being foisted
onto national and grass roots, club
boxing. 
AIBA’s international rules, in junior
boxing, mean that for England’s
domestic championships a boxer born
on January 1st 1999 will be in the
same championship, age group, as a
boxer born on the 31st December,
2000, a 2 yr age gap, a 15 yr old,
boxing a 17 yr old? Throughout the
100 yr history of domestic, junior boxing, for
championships in England, junior boxers
have had to be born in the same 12
months. 
Slowly but surely clubs are increasingly
beginning to realize that AIBA international
rules maybe appropriate for international
competition, but are not suitable for

domestic boxing. If there is not a change in
the age regulation, entries in the junior
championships will be decimated, as clubs
will not give away 2 yrs in age. You then
have the added problem that top class 15 yr
olds, who find it difficult to get club bouts, will
have no championship to aim for, so unless
their clubs can afford to make contests

abroad, top talent will be left with a
virtual year out of competition.
London ABA have raised this and
many other issues with England
Boxing and are awaiting a reply.
Whilst on safety, 2 yrs ago, at “The
Ringside” national tournament, an
annual tournament in the USA,
Wayne State University carried out
an extensive test on headguards,
wiring up the headguards of the
boxers, analysing what protection the
headguards afforded when a boxer
was hit. Mysteriously these results
are not available, why? Who’s sitting
on them, USA Boxing or AIBA? 
Massive congrats to lightweight,
Katie Taylor and her trainer, her dad,

Peter, the Bray Battler has just won a 5th
World Title for Ireland, equalling India’s
Mary Kom; Katie won Olympic gold at
London 2012, she has also won 6
European golds, Katie really is, Queen of
the Ring.
Season’s Greetings, until next time, be safe,
happy and prosperous.

The Boddyman

- BOXNATION

Safety, schism and Queen Katie

The news that
raw novice
heavyweight
Anthony Joshua
has been
matched with
Kevin Johnson,
in one of the
boldest fights I
can remember
for any young
pretender, is
refreshing. 
Johnson, who lost his WBC title bout with

Vitali Klitschko on points in 2009, is arguably
the best heavyweight in the last 25 years
never to have won a world heavyweight title
and there is some good competition. 
The fight with Joshua will take place at the

O2 Arena in London on January 31 and it
will push Joshua, who has not yet broken a
sweat in 10 fights, right to the front of the
short list of promising, feted but
inexperienced contenders if he wins. It has
to still be an 'if', as far as I am concerned. 
Johnson is 35, has lost six of his 36 fights

but has never been stopped and has
survived against genuine world-class
contenders - in addition to big Vitali - in a lot
of hard fights. He took Tyson Fury to 12
rounds in 2012, Dereck Chisora dropped

him heavily earlier this year but he still went
the full 10 rounds and in his last fight, which
was in April, he extended the playboy
banger Manny Charr the full 10. 
Joshua has not put a foot or fist wrong

during his brief career but heavyweights are
not like other fighters. He has been praised
as having the potential to be the greatest
fighter ever - yes, the greatest fighter ever -
by his promoter, Eddie Hearn, whose only
other dalliance as a promoter in the
heavyweight business was with Audley
Harrison. I like big Aud, but surely young
Eddie's comparison chart has a few glaring
flaws.

• News: Mitchell and Joshua
announced for O2 in January

Thankfully, big Josh has a sensible head
on his shoulders and knows all too well that
it was not too long ago that he was stopped
at the European amateur championships
and before that, dropped and beaten in
another amateur contest by Dillian Whyte
above a boozer one night in north London. 
Joshua is an exceptional talent and any

kind of win against Johnson, who is not yet
too old, too weary or too slow, would be
fantastic. Johnson, by the way, will see this
as a way to get right back in contention in a
heavyweight division that is about to be split
open like a shot-gunned melon. 
What happens if Johnson is still moving

after four rounds? What happens if Johnson
is still moving after four rounds and has

landed with a dozen jabs? Nobody has yet
managed that and we have no idea what will
happen to Joshua's heavy legs and massive
arms. 
We are talking about heavyweights and

there has not been one born yet that was
invincible or even close to indestructible. We
know that Joshua is brave, we have seen
him out of his head, but still upright in his
losing European championship fight; he also
had to dig his toes into the canvas and bite
down on his gum shield to win his Olympic
gold medal. And, by the way, he fully
deserved it. 
The best heavyweights in the last quarter

of a century improved after defeats, and two
of them won Olympic gold medals just like
big Josh. Both Lennox Lewis and Wladimir
Klitschko fine-tuned their muscle-heavy
bodies and adjusted their gung-ho style
once they had suffered crushing defeats. 
Wlad was rescued in round 11 against a

tough guy called Ross Puritty and his great
career was salvaged; Lewis was knocked
out in two by Oliver McCall because he
believed his own mad hype. Both, and this is
crucial, had been called untouchable and
unbeatable before their awful early defeats.
Puritty had lost 13 of his 38 fights and
McCall, one of boxing's most enigmatic
men, was fresh from a rehab centre after his
latest head-to-head battle with cocaine. 
No heavyweight is beyond defeat and

Johnson could very well expose Joshua.
That is why this is simply one fight that
nobody can miss. Thankfully, it does not
have the folly of pay-per-view attached to it. 

Steve Bunce
-BOXNATION

Bold fight for raw Joshua

Anthony Joshua

Katie Taylor
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Adam D. Elliott
Vincent House, 

99a Station Road, London, E4 7BU

SPECIALIST 
ACCOUNTANT TO THE 
LICENSED TAXI TRADE

Tel: 020 8281 0500
email: adam@taxitax.co.uk / SKYPE: taxitax

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

We at the LCDC don’t often bang our own drum when it
comes to helping our members with their legal troubles. A
lot of the cases which come our way with members are quite
sensitive and we respect their wishes to keep things in house
and out of the paper which I can fully appreciate.

However, not only do Payton’s Solicitors offer our members
a 24 Hour Duty Solicitor 365 days a year, but since getting
involved with the Club, our solicitor Keima Payton has the
distinction of having a 100% success rate in all her cases which
she has handled on behalf of the Club’s members.

Keima Payton has a fearsome reputation in court and should
ever the need arise you will find no one better able to fight
your corner and save your Badge than Keima.

- Grant Davis, LCDC Chairman

Tel: 0207 405 1999
FAX: 0207 405 1991

PAYTON’S SOLICITORS
9 – 13 CURSITOR STREET

LONDON, EC4A 1LL
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Unbelievable Prices

TX / VITO REMOULDS

£38.50+VAT

TEL: 0207 231 5857
72 ENID STREET, BERMONDSEY, LONDON, SE16 3RA

MORRIS TYRE
SERVICES

THE BEST 
KEBAB
118 Old Street,

Open until 3am

Heart Tests For London Taxi Drivers 

WOOD STREET
CLINIC

The Heart Centre For London Taxi Drivers

Have You Had Heart Problems?

Do you need an Exercise Test  and / or Echocardiogram
(to measure LVEF) for LtpH?

We can help with our fast, efficient service and special
low rates for London’s taxi drivers

We are now providing stress Echocardiography
(functional testing) when required.

We understand that your living can depend on these tests

Contact us now on
The Wood Street Clinic
133 Wood Street
Barnet, Herts EN5 4BX
Telephone : 0208 449 7656    
www.woodstreetclinic.com  or
enquiries@woodstreetclinic.com

£1
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@WoodStClinic

CHICKEN / LAMB / MIX GRILLS
All served with rice / salad

Fresh & Healthy
0207 336 7036






